ABSTRACT. This article examines encounters of women with the criminal justice system in Wales during the century before the Courts of Great Sessions were abolished in 1830. Drawing on evidence from cases of sexual assault and homicide, it argues that women who killed were rarely convicted or punished harshly. A gendered discretion of sorts also acted against rape victims, as trials never resulted in conviction. Using violence as a lens, the paper reveals a distinctively Welsh approach to criminal justice, and offers quantitative evidence on which further comparative studies of the history of law and crime in England and Wales may be based.
The procedures through which the criminal law was enforced cannot be separated from the social, cultural and economic settings in which the law functioned.
1 Connections of this sort are nowhere more evident than in relation to violence, which historians have identified as a major indicator of changing values and attitudes on the part of the state, concerning the use of physical punishments, 2 and on that of the general population, regarding the propensity to commit or prosecute acts of interpersonal violence. 3 Since women have been both under-represented in historical encounters with the criminal justice system and subject to gendered expectations of behaviour, their experiences as both the victims and perpetrators of violence provide an important means of assessing the impact of socio-cultural contexts and circumstances on the boundaries of acceptable conduct.
interpersonal violence : as victims of sexual assault and perpetrators of homicide. It thus adopts a holistic perspective absent from most historical studies of gender and crime in Britain, which consider women as either victims or perpetrators. 5 Moreover, comparisons with English findings in the same period test the degree to which the Welsh differed in their use and experience of the criminal law. Such a methodology permits novel insights into the gendered nature of criminal justice from two different female perspectives, while the focus on Welsh women, whose history has only recently begun to be explored, 6 contributes to our understanding of gender distinctions in one of the most under-researched constituent nations of the United Kingdom. Indeed, in comparison with the extensive historiography of violence and criminal justice in England, 7 there has been little research on the relationship of the Welsh people to the criminal justice system and less still examining gender, crime and violence in the Principality. 8 Given that England and Wales were united both legally and administratively in the mid-sixteenth century yet possessed very different cultural identities and, until 1830, separate court systems, a study of Welsh women's experience of violence is imperative in facilitating comparative studies of crime and the gendered functioning of the criminal justice system in the British Isles. The Tudor state imposed its own retributive form of justice on Wales, but the Welsh had a long tradition of compensation and arbitration. 10 Given variations in legal practice as a further complicating factor, we should not assume that the criminal law, which was nominally the same in both countries, was actually applied in the same way when the courts were confronted by female victims and defendants. Nonetheless, John Minkes has tentatively suggested that, despite language barriers, the criminal courts in Wales ' differed from their English counterparts only in name '.
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As in England, the Welsh legal system operated in a largely discretionary fashion which might have tended to benefit women. 12 How did this discretion work in practice? How and why did Welsh women come to be the victims or perpetrators of violence, how did they come to the attention of the higher courts and, once there, what was their fate ? Did the criminal justice system react differently to female offenders than it did to male offenders, or privilege certain victims over others ? The English historiography makes much of the pardoning process, 13 but this article will show that the Welsh experience was exceptional in that so few violent female offenders had need of pardon: Welsh juries pre-empted the power of the state by wielding their verdict for the defendant, ensuring that she got off lightly. Similarly, the Welsh were markedly reluctant to invoke capital punishment for crimes of violence against women unless there was both strong evidence and an assumption that the seriousness of the crime
K A T H E R I N E D . W A T S O N merited execution,
Although there is little sign of this language barrier in the written evidence submitted to the court, witness statements were created by a process of translation : deponents gave sworn testimony to a magistrate (also known as a justice of the peace or JP) or coroner in Welsh, and the official, or his clerk, wrote it down in English. Welsh words were preserved only where the exact meaning was of particular importance or interest, 22 mirroring the procedures that had been followed in the medieval and Tudor church courts, when deponents had testified in English but clerks recorded their words in Latin. 23 It is impossible to know how accurately the surviving depositions reflect what was actually reported by victims and witnesses, many of whom were illiterate and could not read the declarations that they put their mark to, but this intermediate step gives an added nuance to the important role played by local officials in the criminal justice system. Welsh and English magistrates screened the cases sent for trial at Great Sessions and the assizes. They could use a range of informal sanctions such as undervaluing stolen goods, issuing sureties for good behaviour or arbitration to keep cases out of court altogether or ensure that they were heard at quarter sessions, which were county courts that dealt with non-capital offences such as common assault, petty larceny, fraud and assorted conduct-related misdemeanours.
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Cases prosecuted at Great Sessions relied on a county-wide network of justices who were responsible for investigating allegations, taking depositions and submitting them to the court, and for binding prosecutors and witnesses to appear. Coroners (two per county plus a small number of franchise coroners) had an identical role in homicide cases, but could not act until they had received information from the public. Local constables executed arrest warrants. The number of justices increased during the eighteenth century as a wider cross-section of society -including lesser squires, clerics, doctors, merchants and lawyers -met the property qualification of £100 and sought the status that membership of the Commission of the Peace bestowed. However, the majority were non-resident in the county or inactive. 25 The potential for delays in proceedings was compounded by the inability of the Courts of Great Sessions to summon anyone resident outside the county jurisdiction, a problem that grew with the increasing mobility of the population.
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As the avowed reason for the creation of the Courts of Great Sessions was to assimilate the supposedly lawless Welsh to English law and habits, the late Georgian period was a turning point because it was towards the end of the eighteenth century that parliamentary agitation for their abolition began. Not only did the salaries of the judges seem excessive in relation to their markedly small workload, but also arguments against the continued existence of Great Sessions noted that centuries of change had
removed most of the reasons for resorting to local jurisdiction. Eventually, against the wishes of the Welsh people and Welsh Members of Parliament, a lack-lustre minority who were easily out-voted, the Courts of Great Sessions were abolished by an Act of Parliament ; 1 William IV, c.70, in 1830. 27 Thereafter, the English assize system was expanded to incorporate three more judges and two new circuits : North and South Wales.
One of the most noteworthy features of the documentary evidence compiled by Great Sessions is its comprehensiveness : the criminal records are more complete than their English assize counterparts. For the Chester circuit 99.7 per cent of the records from the final century of the existence of the Courts survive. For North Wales, Brecon and Carmarthen the survival rates were 100 per cent, 97.5 per cent and 85.9 per cent, respectively. 28 This voluminous archive, housed at the National Library of Wales, includes indictments, depositions, minute books, writs, affidavits, recognisances, inquisitions, calendars, jury lists, bills, pardons and even the occasional confession. Information collated from all these sources has been entered into an online searchable database that holds details of every individual, including persons unknown, recorded in records surviving from between 1730 and 1830. Offences have been categorised by type ; annotations provide further particulars where these exist, and information in Welsh and Latin has been translated. 29 The resulting resource allows a degree of comparative quantification that was previously difficult to achieve, and thus forms the foundation of the present study, part of a larger project on violent crime. It is the female violent offenders in the database who form the focus of this article. Table 1 indicates the crimes tried at Great Sessions that have been selected for examination. Sexual assaults, homicides and serious injuries represent the extreme end of a spectrum of violence, 30 forming perhaps just a fifth of all offences against the person, but this is offset by the fact that the files documenting these cases include a higher proportion of depositions and trial outcomes than those referring to the much more numerous minor assaults. The dataset does not provide a record of absolute levels of violence, however, documenting only those offences brought to the attention of the authorities ; it is thus subject to the usual provisos about the so-called ' dark figure' of unknown or unreported crime. 31 Offences have been categorised by staff at the National Library of Wales and so to some extent represent post hoc definitions. This is why the broader category of 'domestic violence ' cannot be approached directly. Moreover, errors and omissions can be identified, but these are few, and the evident consistency with which key terms and phrases have been used to define offences suggests that the database may be confidently used as a means of gauging proportional amounts of reported crime. Finally, it should be noted that the sources were assembled on behalf of the victim by legal officers who were required to record only what would prove the felony, and so provide more insights into their attitudes than into those of the accused or the jurors who sat in judgement upon them. Nonetheless, the depositions offer a unique window into community opinion and morality, and thus illuminate contemporary ideas about gender and violence in Wales.
The historiography of rape in early modern England has identified the most distinctive features of the crime : it was infrequently prosecuted, a high proportion of the victims were children, medical evidence was fairly common, and conviction rates were much lower than for most other felonies. These characteristics were a direct consequence of the law, which defined rape as 'carnal knowledge of a woman forcibly and against her will ' or as sex with a girl under the age of 10 years, with or without consent; boys under the age of 14 years could not be guilty of it. Women were expected to show clear evidence that they had resisted, children had to provide supporting testimony, penetration and ejaculation were normally required proof, the narrative had to be told in such a way as to preserve the modesty of the victim, and the oft-quoted maxim of Lord Hale favoured men : ' it is an accusation easy to be made, hard to be proved, but harder to be defended by the party accused, though innocent '.
32 Acquittal on a rape charge did not preclude subsequent prosecution for the attempt to rape, an indictable misdemeanour which did not require evidence of penetration and for which it was quite legal to reach an out-of-court financial settlement. It is therefore possible that in many cases indicted as attempts, the sexual act had, in fact, been completed.
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The records of the Courts of Great Sessions over the study period reveal 58 allegations of rape and 111 of attempted rape against named individuals, six of whom were women charged with aiding and abetting. Twelve men were indicted for both offences and seven of them were convicted of the lesser charge. Some cases involved multiple attackers, usually two but sometimes more. Half the victims were children or unmarried and thus in positions of weakness relative to adult males, but a significant number of married women brought their cases to court ( Table 2 ). The outcomes for women who took the time, expense and emotional effort to prosecute their attackers were disappointing given that over half of those charged with rape were not tried at Great Sessions, and of the cases that reached a jury and for which an outcome is known, none resulted in conviction (Table 3 ). This is a lamentable statistic even in comparison with the low figures of conviction for rape found in London (where only 17 per cent of rape cases brought to trial between 1730 and 1830 resulted in a conviction), 34 Surrey (14.7 per cent, 1660-1800), 35 and north-east England (2 convictions from 15 prosecutions for the rape of adults, 1770-1800). 36 Two factors help to explain the very low conviction rate in Wales.
Some Welsh plaintiffs accepted payment to drop a prosecution, as happened in 1763 when diarist William Thomas noted : ' About this 14 days past Mallet the Supervisor, who lives at Burthin [near Cowbridge], ravished his servant maid, about 18 years of age. She served him with a warrant, he feared to be punished, determined the matter and paid her £10 for abuseing her '. 37 It is unlikely that such a large sum could have been obtained from the average defendant and the suggestion is not a One case abandoned (1747) when male prosecutor bribed witnesses, and another settled on payment of fees to the court (1754).
b Two men who murdered their victim (1733). c A man accused of highway robbery (male victim, 1731), and another indicted for sexually assaulting two women (not tried on second indictment, 1799).
Source: National Library of Wales, Crime and Punishment database. Corrections have been made where the documents indicate an outcome different from that included in the database.
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that extortion was commonplace, but that Welsh women were determined to have justice and men feared prosecution. In 1825 the father of a Glamorgan defendant allegedly bribed a solicitor not to bring the necessary documents to court, suggesting that he feared for his son's life, reputation or both.
38 Although it was customary in assault cases for the accused to plead guilty and pay a nominal fine, as this was cheaper than a trial, 39 it was a crime to compound a felony and there may therefore have been an expectation that rape cases should be settled out of court or downgraded to attempted rape. This would have been a more favourable conclusion for the community, in view of the evident reluctance of jurors to convict on the capital charge both in England and, more especially, in Wales.
Second, since prosecutions for assault with attempt to rape could be tried at quarter sessions, it is likely that a proportion of the cases brought before a court went not to Great Sessions but to one of the more numerous local courts in Wales. Another case recorded by William Thomas in 1763 involved the rape of a woman travelling to Neath; tied up and left naked on the road until freed by passers-by, she lost no time in obtaining a warrant against her assailant. When the local magistrate cleared him, she threatened to indict them both at the next quarter sessions. 40 The prevalence of sexual assault prosecutions at Welsh quarter sessions cannot be ascertained from the sources on which this article is based, and must in any case have varied between counties, but English evidence suggests that if Welsh rape victims prosecuted at quarter sessions the conviction rate would have been higher than it was at Great Sessions.
old association between rape and property theft 44 -but children were nonetheless at a disadvantage.
The seven cases in which victims were raped but obtained convictions only for the attempt are most instructive, as they suggest that it was not primarily tales of pain and vulnerability that persuaded the juries, who heard the same evidence on both counts, but attitudes weighted against female complainants and in favour of male defendants. When schoolmaster John Hughes was indicted in 1777 for raping two female pupils aged about 12 years, for example, one girl testified that he 'entered her by force and against her will and then put both his arms round her waist had carnal knowledge of her and moved up and down and wet her '. The other stated that he ' put his private affair into her had carnal knowledge of her against her will and hurt her much so that she could not make water for two or three days'.
45 Hughes was acquitted of the first charge and the other was rejected by the grand jury, but the father of the second victim had also indicted him for attempted rape ; he was convicted and sentenced to six months' imprisonment and to be of good behaviour for three years.
46 Although both victims recounted events clearly indicative of rape the jury would not convict, possibly because they required more evidence but more probably because the terrified girls had not reported the abuse immediately -a gendered bias inherent in rape trials.
Medical evidence was lacking in the case of Hughes, but as few depositions survive from cases before the 1790s we cannot state with certainty when medical testimony began to take a more central role in Welsh rape trials. Nor, given that many case dispositions remain unknown, can we assume that prosecutors did not use medical evidence merely to force a better settlement. However, the presence of surgeons' depositions from the late eighteenth century coincides with higher conviction rates for attempted rape, and harsher penalties : from the late 1770s small fines were replaced by a few months in gaol, and then from the 1790s two or three years in gaol, sometimes with hard labour and after a spell in the pillory (Table 4 ). Only one man was whipped, in 1776, having been rash enough to confess.
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Patterns of prosecution of rape and attempted rape and conviction of rapists can be identified within circuits and between North and South Wales. Figure 1 suggests that although the greatest number of cases was heard on the Brecon circuit, it was more difficult to obtain a conviction there than it was on the North Wales circuit. Figure 2 shows that in the three counties with the most indictments (Brecon, Montgomery and Glamorgan), cases in Brecon and Montgomery occurred in small clusters, suggesting that they related to multiple attackers or that two charges had been made against the same man. 48 while accusations in Glamorgan were spread more regularly over time. This is probably related to variations in the counties' populations ( Figure 3 ) and levels of urban development. The higher population density of the South, where Glamorgan was situated, affected access to magistrates but also provided more opportunities for the sorts of casual or workplace encounters that might lead to rape as men and women flocked south to find work either in industrial enterprises or as domestic servants. Roads, canals, ports and other transport links developed more rapidly in South Wales as a consequence of industrialisation, and by 1801 seven of the nine largest Welsh towns, all small by English standards with just 2,000 to 8,000 residents, were in the south, with four in Glamorgan (Cardiff, Merthyr Tydfil, Neath and Swansea). 49 In the county of Surrey, in the south of England, the tendency to downgrade a rape charge to one of attempted rape was more associated with urban than rural areas, possibly because women were more likely to be on their own, 50 but in Wales prosecution for the attempt was the more common practice everywhere, including Glamorgan. Prosecutions did not become more frequent over time, indicating either that the crime was always rare in every county or that there was a lingering unwillingness to bring it into the full glare of open court. These factors offer a preliminary explanation for the higher incidence of sexual assault in the south of Wales : it was simply more common there than in the north or victims in the south were more prepared to prosecute at Great Sessions, for reasons as yet unexplained.
The persistent failure to convict men for rape is, however, the key point that this article seeks to make, as it was a peculiarity of the Principality of Wales, made all the more evident by the fact that there was no such reluctance to hang rapists in Anglicised Monmouthshire, where three men were executed for the crime during the 1820s. 51 Nor did Welsh juries show any consistent willingness to punish assaults of children. Out-of-court financial settlement may have been considered a more desirable, if not the desired, outcome when Great Sessions convened, given that in Brecon, for example, 35 per cent of the indictments for sexual assault were thrown out of court whereas only 17 per cent of indictments for all crimes were rejected by the grand jury. 52 It would appear, however, that social mores in Wales were beginning to change during the late eighteenth century, as convictions for attempted rape became more frequent and Welsh judges 
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of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0268416013000246 began to impose penalties more akin to those typical in England. 53 Nevertheless, a sexual double standard remained in evidence throughout the nineteenth century : numerous cases were dismissed by magistrates, grand juries and judges, and the acquittal rate at Welsh rape trials stayed higher than in England. 54 
H O M I C I D E : I N F A N T I C I D E, M U R D E R A N D M A N S L A U G H T E R
A substantial literature on the history of homicide in England has shown that the vast majority of accusations of murder or manslaughter were made against men. This ratio was reversed in one notable circumstance : most accusations of infanticide were brought against women. The importance of this observation is two-fold ; the use of violence by men and women was dependent on gendered social contexts and these, in turn, served to influence the responses of the criminal justice system. This was manifested in several key ways. Homicide committed by women was rarely designated as manslaughter because they did not typically engage in the sudden violent confrontations, often in public places, that were understood to be the usual cause of unpremeditated killing by men. Killing by women, like their social sphere, was mainly restricted to the home and neighbourhood ; urban settings, however, tended to increase levels of female criminality. Proportionally fewer women than men were indicted for or convicted of murder, but because deliberate killing embodied a stark violation of the acceptable boundaries of female behaviour, the women comprising this minority were more likely to be executed. Only women who killed their illegitimate infants without bloodshed could hope for reprieve, since they were not viewed as representing the same degree of social danger. This lenience signposted an unmistakable softening of attitudes over the course of the eighteenth century and, in 1803, a notorious statute dating from 1624, which presumed that an unmarried woman who concealed the birth and death of her child had murdered it, was repealed as outdated and ineffective. Table 1 confirms that few Welsh women were accused of homicide.
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Fewer still committed acts of interpersonal violence in a sole capacity, suggesting that violence committed by women was frequently motivated by communal aims and undertaken in partnership with other women and men. This is most evident in cases of attempted murder, most of which seem to have been incidents of 'assault and rescue ' in which small groups of locals attacked constables or bailiffs to free a friend or relative from custody. Several murder cases similarly involved group violence that led to a death, although women were more commonly indicted with just one accessory, usually a relative. Of the 63 separate murder charges Table 5 , 30 women acted alone, 6 with another woman, 10 with a man, and 17 in a group of 3 or more individuals. This further reinforces the finding that with the exception of infanticide, women engaged in lethal assaults in the company of others at least as often as they did alone, and they were more often involved in such group assaults than men were. Women were usually accused of beating adult victims or striking them with an object. Strangling and poison were less common ; guns and knives were almost never used.
Most of the Welsh women accused of homicide in their own right between 1730 and 1830 had killed their own child. The children of other people formed a smaller but significant victim group (see Table 5 ). In cases of infanticide, a combination of circumstance and law meant that most allegations were made against single mothers who had given birth alone and in secret, rarely involving another person. When another person was present, it was generally the mother of the accused or, less often, her father or the father of the child. 
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were not prosecuted at all, or that a grand jury decided that the bill of indictment could not be sustained. Nearly all who were tried were acquitted, as few had resorted to extreme violence: almost two-thirds had used suffocation or strangulation. 57 Of the small number of women who were found guilty, six were sentenced to death but only three were hanged -two in the 1730s and one in 1805.
58 Most convictions occurred after 1803, when the lesser offence of concealment of birth, which carried a maximum penalty of two years' imprisonment, was introduced. Welsh jurors appear to have been eager to use this provision to punish women who might previously have escaped legal censure altogether because no one wanted to hang a woman, particularly one who had been seduced and abandoned. Concerns of this sort, combined with a growing use of medical testimony regarding the viability and cause of death of the victim, contributed to rising acquittal rates throughout England in the eighteenth century. 59 In the Northern Circuit courts in England, out of nearly 200 indictments between 1720 and 1800, just 6 women were convicted, and only 2 of the 6 were executed. 60 Fifteen per cent of women tried at the Old Bailey were convicted in a similar period. 61 However, not 1 of 22 women tried at Lancaster assizes between 1730 and 1760 was. 62 Welsh juries do not seem to have been unduly lenient or harsh in comparison with the English, and medical evidence was regularly recorded in the depositions, according well with English trends.
Infanticide was more frequently identified in the populous southern counties of Carmarthen, Glamorgan and Pembroke than in any other part of Wales (Figure 4) , with cases occurring regularly throughout the period ( Figure 5 ). It was a comparatively rare crime in North Wales. Woodward has suggested that the north-south gap may be due to differing economic structures, courtship patterns or attitudes towards violence, noting especially a correlation with the higher levels of illegitimacy in the South. 63 Although little detailed work has been done on this subject, the evidence from Great Sessions suggests that the answer lies in a combination of population density (more cases and a greater likelihood of discovery and prosecution) and attitudes to unmarried mothers. The soaring cost of poor relief during the second half of the eighteenth century led to a hardening of attitudes to the poor and indigent; 64 unmarried pregnant women were seen as financially and morally dangerous. This helps to explain why 18. Table 6 . (Source: National Library of Wales, Crime and Punishment Database.)
prosecuted by overseers, coroners or churchwardens, versus only 9 per cent of prosecutions for other forms of homicide. 65 Further insight is provided by the judge who condemned Mary Morgan to death at Presteigne (Radnor) in 1805. In a letter written within days of her execution George Hardinge noted 'in our part of Wales it is thought no crime to kill a bastard-child '.
66 Also, the assertion made by Thomas Glyn Watkin that 'little stigma attached to an illegitimate child in many parts of Wales, provided the grandmother was prepared to rear the child as though it were her own ' offers a clear avenue for further research, to establish the geographical boundaries of such views.
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Mary Morgan was one of a very unlucky few. The experience of most women was quite the reverse : they were rarely convicted or harshly punished for violent acts (Table 6 ). During the century to 1830, as Table 1 shows, 8.3 per cent of accused killers (excluding infanticide) were female, but they were not executed at a comparable rate to men. Discounting three double convictions, of 2 men and 1 woman, a total of 64 men and 3 women were sentenced to death for murder. Of these, four men and one woman were reprieved. Only two murderesses died on the gallows. In 1735, Margaret Jones and her husband confessed to the murder of two pedlars, and surviving records show that the authorities in 68 Given the confessions of the two principals and their eldest son, it was inevitable that Jones should hang. Similarly, in 1801, Alice Clarke was hanged at Ruthin for the murder of her young child, despite a temporary reprieve granted when she was found to be pregnant. Other women in a similar situation were pardoned, but Clarke had confessed to a premeditated crime and was left to her fate. 69 There were no legal or moral grounds on which to base a plea for mercy.
Why were other alleged murderesses more fortunate ? In the absence of a confession, juries were free to acquit regardless of circumstantial evidence. In 1751, Catherine Jones was acquitted of being accessory before the fact of the murder of her lover's wife because, although she had frequently 'predicted ' the woman's death, her lover, Evan Thomas, told a friend that she did not know his intentions, though he did describe her as an 'instrument of incentive ', an offerin hannog in Welsh.
70 In some cases the evidence of intent was simply lacking. In 1811 Sarah Davies was tried for poisoning her husband ; in preparation for a guilty verdict the judge wrote out the death sentence in his notebook -but she was acquitted because there was no direct evidence she had administered the poison.
71 In addition, of course, nine of the murder and manslaughter indictments related to women charged with killing their own newborn or young infant, a crime which, as we have seen, was generally viewed sympathetically by juries. How else can we explain the acquittal of Maria Williams, who in 1813 threw her infant of four months into a lead pit because the parish 'did not allow her enough towards the keep of the child ', fled to Cheshire and actually admitted her deed when tracked down and arrested ?
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Acquittals of women probably relate to the same factors identified by J. M. Beattie for Surrey : most killings committed by women were not premeditated and were located within the family. However, figures for Surrey 1660-1800 suggest that 17 per cent of women tried for wilful murder were convicted, 73 whereas in eighteenth-century Wales the figure was clearly much lower. Women accused of killing men were not seemingly at any greater risk of conviction, so we cannot attribute the low numbers found guilty solely to a reluctance on the part of juries to punish women who killed babies or young children. A disinclination to hold women fully accountable for their violence seems to have been a constant feature of the criminal justice system in Wales. This contrasts with other parts of Britain, where lethal violence perpetrated by women was significantly less likely to be dismissed as non-threatening or unusual. In Scotland, 60 per cent of accused murderesses were convicted ; in London
the figure was about 25 per cent. 74 Historians of Welsh criminal justice have consistently identified discretion and lenience as key features of trials for property crime, as character evidence, partial verdicts and pardons mitigated the worst that the law could do. 75 This tolerance seems to have pertained equally strongly to violent women, and to have remained consistent over time, but partial verdicts were rare -only two murder charges led to convictions for manslaughter, in a case of assault and rescue that went badly wrong in 1816 when a bailiff was killed.
76 Instead, indictments were dismissed or juries acquitted, at times despite clear evidence of guilt, influenced possibly by the low numbers of prisoners tried and personal ties between victims, defendants, witnesses and jurors. 77 
A R E L U C T A N C E T O P U N I S H ?
Women formed a higher proportion of the total accused of violent offences (20.8 per cent) than of all offences (15.8 per cent) at Great Sessions, 78 but were not punished proportionally. Rather, the Welsh defended property more intensely than people ; more Welsh women were sentenced to death for capital property crimes than for homicide. Out of 798 death sentences passed down for property crimes in the period 1730-1830, 86 women were sentenced to death, including 2 women convicted and sentenced twice, although at least 59 of these women were reprieved. 79 Here the Welsh reluctance to execute becomes most apparent : of 368 death sentences handed down for property offences in the period 1800-1827, only 18 men, and no women, were hanged. 80 Some of those pardoned were imprisoned, others transported. Welsh women were not only hanged but also transported in small numbers. Only 283 of a total of 24,960 British women transported for all offences in the period 1787-1852 were Welsh, 21 per cent of them from Anglicised Monmouthshire and the majority after 1830 when the Welsh court system had lost its distinctiveness.
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However, there was no associated reluctance to subject Welsh women to corporal punishment. In cases where the sentence was some form of corporal punishment, women formed a sizeable minority of the convicted: of 20 people pilloried, 4 were women as were 38 per cent of those sentenced to be whipped in Wales in the period 1730-1830. 82 Whipping remained a regular punishment for women convicted of larceny until 1805 when it disappears from the records. Intriguingly, for the period 1783-1802, whipping was applied to women more frequently in Wales than in England. Of whipping sentences in Wales, 28 per cent were handed down to women, whereas in Surrey they received only 15 per cent of all whipping sentences 83 and in north-east England too, towards the end of
the eighteenth century, whipping was inflicted mostly on men. 84 The Welsh preference for the use of whipping as an exemplary punishment probably reflected the rural and traditional nature of society and community judgement. However, further research is needed to discover its prevalence as a punishment meted out at quarter sessions and why it was abandoned as a punishment for women at Great Sessions 15 years before statute abolished the practice. 85 
C O N C L U S I O N
Nearly every woman accused of homicide in Georgian Wales walked away from court, perhaps to be met by community sanctions but safe from the ignominy of the gallows. As women were subject to corporal punishment, in the form of whipping, with apparently higher frequency than in England, the Welsh tradition of dispute resolution would seem to have tempered the application of the criminal law : the English banished or hanged offenders, but the Welsh shamed and reintegrated them by means of a public trial and possible corporal sentence. This same discretion worked against rape victims, as the Welsh reluctance to execute combined with a gendered response to sexual violence against women. Jury sympathy for the victims of serious sexual assault was exceeded by that for defendants, and the criminal justice system was less well able to counteract this than on the other side of the border with England, where 95 men were executed for rape or attempted rape in the period 1800-1827. 86 However, cases brought to court embody community judgements about violence and thus reveal something of the decision to enter a formal legal process. 87 In the case of sexual assault, women were clearly determined to seek justice, but may have assumed that the best settlement was financial. It probably was : depositions tell us what they said happened, but this was rarely seen as more important than a man's life or freedom. Welsh women seem to have been consistently regarded as less significant than men, both as the victims and perpetrators of violence : the voices of rape victims were unheard and female killers were not prosecuted to the full extent of the law. The Welsh were noticeably constant in this, and markedly different from the rest of the United Kingdom, where rapists and murderesses were hanged as clear examples to others. Criminal justice in Wales reinforced gendered notions of the lesser status in society of women, but further research is needed to establish how this attitude was married to the more general Welsh distaste for capital punishment.
By establishing a more detailed appreciation of the relationship between gender and violence in pre-1830 Wales, we can begin to unpick W O M E N , C R I M E A N D J U S T I C E I N G E O R G I A N W A L E S national differences hidden within nineteenth-century Home Office statistics for 'England and Wales ', add to our understanding of the impact of the abolition of the Welsh criminal court system, and create a more closely nuanced regional picture of legal practices. In Wales, the magistracy, for instance, played an even more central role than it did in England, because magistrates had to interpret the seriousness of offences and translate the facts into English for presentation at Great Sessions. The allegedly partial and local way in which they exercised power in Georgian Wales became a subject of debate during the Victorian era and this, combined with rapid urbanisation in South Wales, led to the appointment of the country's first stipendiary magistrate in 1843. By the early 1870s a quarter of the 17 professional magistrates outside London were in Wales.
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As Wales was a largely rural society before 1830, evidence from the Great Sessions provides a foundation on which to compare the effects of industrialisation, which began in earnest during the 1780s and sparked mass migration into the Principality, resulting in rapid population growth. The importance of settlement patterns to the incidence of sexual assaults on servant-maids is particularly evident, isolated small farms, lonely roads and towns all having their own dangers, 89 but we can also consider changes in the violence done by women, who formed a diminishing proportion of the decreasing numbers charged with murder during the nineteenth century. 90 Perhaps the best way to trace changing attitudes to gender and violence associated with both urbanisation and culture is through a detailed comparison of Glamorgan and Monmouthshire, the two most statistically criminal counties in Victorian Wales. Since 'the power to persuade in court -and outside it -depends on the degree to which the stories told incorporate the common-sense notions of the listeners regarding how the world works and how the people in it should behave ', 91 the Great Sessions material opens a window into popular and elite concepts of crime and justice. The experiences of women provide useful comparators by which historians can evaluate the socio-legal changes that occurred after 1830, when the Welsh legal system was bound more closely to England than at any previous time in history. Frauen, Gewaltverbrechen und Strafjustiz im georgianischen Wales Dieser Beitrag untersucht die Begegnungen von Frauen mit dem System der Strafjustiz in Wales im letzten Jahrhundert vor der Abschaffung des Großen Strafgerichtshofes (Court of Great Sessions) im Jahre 1830. Er greift auf Fa¨lle sexueller Gewalt und auf To¨tungsdelikte zuru¨ck und vertritt die These, dass Frauen, die jemanden to¨teten, selten verurteilt oder hart bestraft wurden. Eine Art geschlechtsspezifischer Ermessensvorgabe wirkte sich auch gegenu¨ber Vergewaltigungsopfern aus, deren Verfahren niemals zu einer Verurteilung fu¨hr-ten. Durch die Verwendung der Gewalt als Brennglas erhellt der Beitrag einen spezifisch walisischen Ansatz der Strafjustiz und bietet daru¨ber hinaus quantitative Befunde, die sich fu¨r weitere vergleichende Studien zur Geschichte des Rechts und der Kriminalita¨t in England und Wales als instruktiv erweisen mo¨gen.
